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    Reality checks

Reality #1:  Evaluation is often:

 -    an add-on rather than imbedded in program design
 -    viewed as complication
 -    falls short by measuring outputs (#’s) rather than outcomes (value, benefits)
 

Reality #2:   Good evaluation techniques well implemented help us:   
 
-     ensure program objectives and outcomes are met
-     stay on track; guide our way along the path 
-     measure successes and assess value for money
-     engage staff and volunteers and can enhance pride in their work

Reality #3:   Imbedding evaluation in programs is smart business:

-      it measures our success and allows us to grow from what we've learned
-      inexpensive tools are readily available (Excel, e-surveys, etc.)
-         you can do it and we’ll explore how!!! 



I see opportunities!

Hospice: Under utilized data base
  
Benefited from inquisitive thinking to extract key  performance information from data to inform 
program development and marketing strategies.

Fashion show:  Unrealistic Fundraising targets 

We analyzed previous years’ per guest costs and revenue from all sources to set attainable goals.
A review of year over year guest lists provided information about guest satisfaction and informed 
how to target marketing. 

Young worker safety: Moving targets

Established a key baseline year for all 
future data comparisons and examined 
related trends from other sources  
(such as school drop out rates, 
youth employment, etc.) to understand 
trends in the bigger picture and develop 
relevant strategies.



Typical “evaluation”: output oriented 
Example: Community based funded initiative to deliver 30 
hours of healthy eating lessons and cooking classes 

Your program objective:  Cooking classes to teach 
healthy eating

Outputs

- time and money invested and spent
- number of participants

A summary of what happened

- who was it offered to: e.g. new mothers, teens, etc.
- we gave, we did, we offered, we taught… (e.g.)
- when it ran: hours, days, total time, etc.
- where it happened

Results

- overall anecdotal comments from delivery organization
- often conjecture
- sometimes participant feedback forms

Key and and important, but not reaching to the heart of
the impact, practicality, effectiveness potential long term outcomes 
of the investment…
 
 

With the funding we 
 established 20km of new 
  bike lanes to meet the 

growing demand for safe 
cycling in our community. 

Yes….but was it efficient and effective? 



Stand-out evaluation (example)
Example: Community based funded initiative to deliver 30 hours healthy eating lessons and cooking classes 

Your program objectives:   

Objectives are now measurable

          -   30 hours of cooking classes delivered for up to 25 participants 
              in a priority neighbourhood
          -   Participants will be able to read and compare food labels
          -   Participants will prepare healthy meals

Outputs 

Provides a more thorough look at the “numbers” to reveal more about how the program operated

- how the funds were allocated - expenditures by type (e.g. food, space, staff, etc.)

- number of staff and/or volunteers and staff and/or volunteer hours dedicated to the initiative  

- number of participants - total as well as demographic stats as appropriate (age, gender, etc.)

- cost of the program per participant (and a comparison if valid)

- hours per day/week/month, etc. that the program ran - demonstrate how the 30 hours of cooking classes
  were delivered



Stand-out evaluation (cont.)
Outcomes

impact of the program: including efficiency & effectiveness. Examples:
- community received X hours of new services each week 
- anecdotal reports from participants and others impacted by the program
- What did they learn/do as a result? (not what did you tell/teach) 
- Did it resonate?
    - was there an increase in participation over time? year to year?
    - repeat participants? new participants?  
    - behaviour changes?
- how has it benefited the target audience? 
    - what has happened as a direct result of the initiative?

Other results directly related to the initiative

Special other things that happened:  developed a 
new partnership with an organization to provide 
fresh fruits and vegetables, negotiated use of a 
community space, spent 2 hours touring a grocery 
store, nutritionist volunteer provided 3 hours of in-class 
lessons on food labels and making healthy food choice, 
etc.



Outcome-oriented evaluation:  
Inquisitive thinking 

Think big. Think inside out, but be practical (do-able) 
Ask creative questions.  I wonder if…  I’d like to know… 

WHAT CAN OUR DATA TELL US?
-   Can we compare and relate our data to give us more information? 

WHAT’S THE IMPACT OF OUR WORK?
-   How will our efforts; the funding; the program impact the participants/
community?  

VALUE for MONEY 
- if the initiative didn't exist; what would be the alternative for the 
participants?
- how has/will the investment “pay off” in the community?
- is it sustainable? how?
- has it engaged others through meaningful partnerships?



Data is your best friend
• Granular data are facts which when analyzed, 

compared or aligned reveal information to support 
program evaluation and decision making 

• Based on your objectives and desired outcomes, 
determine key data that exists and additional data 
needed to broaden your evaluation potential.   

• Data integrity is key to support evaluation:  must 
ensure data is clear, consistent, complete and stored in 
a safe place in a manner to support easy access and 
analysis (e.g. Excel, data base, etc.) 

• FOIPPA 

Data may be: 

• Quantitative from counting and numbers such as 
financial,  attendance, time,  

• Qualitative is non-numerical and may include words, 
anecdotal information from surveys, etc. 



Data Collection and Analysis
COLLECTION 

• Gather data: facts and figures 

• formal data system: e.g. 
Sumac, Raiser’s Edge, 
Sharepoint 

• Excel, Numbers or similar 

• Seek related and data: Stats 
Can. and other reliable 
sources 

• Surveys 

ANALYSIS 

• Work from your objectives  

• Review all types of data collected 

• Extract output measures 

• Assess data to inform impact 
outcomes 



Program evaluation road map 
From the start:  

-    Set measurable objectives. 

-    Inquisitive thinking to consider what data and information will help determine if objectives are 

     achieved. 

-    Develop output measures (quantitative data to be gather/know to help  

      assess objectives) 

-    Develop impact outcomes (the change will/should our initiative achieve). 

-    Establish data collection methods: who, what, when, where and how.  

Along the path:  

Ideally data gathered is checked to do periodic “barometer readings” to  

determine if you are on course to achieving objectives. 

At the end:  

Full data analysis to determine if objectives are achieved.



We’ve arrived!

… with concrete information for 
program development, 
evaluating return on investment 
and decision making
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